PYRAMIDS AND SPHINX
Years ago I did some research on the building of the pyramids and the sphinx. I
even watched several documentaries about how they were theoretically built. There was
once even a group from Japan or China that tried to duplicate the construction of the
pyramid with today’s largest equipment. They quit immediately after they got started
because they couldn’t even get to the test site, the cut up stones moved from the quarry,
which was about 50 miles away as I recall. There have been countless theories as to how
they may have been built
but not ONE has been
replicated. The scientists
can not explain the
construction of the
pyramids or sphinx in
Egypt. In conclusion, it is a
simple fact that even with
today’s equipment and
technology it is not possible
to build a structure like the
Pyramids or Sphinx. So
how did they get there?
The Sphinx was not made
of stone blocks, it was
carved out of the ground
where it was located. Think
about that for a moment,
that is beyond imagination.
It was revealed to me years ago that Yahveh built them. They were put there so that
mankind would be in awe of some supernatural power in the universe, to get their
attention. The shape of the pyramid is simple enough and as far as I know doesn’t really
stand for anything in particular other than the fact that it points upwards to the Heavens.
The sad truth is the pyramid has been, ever since mankind walked the face of the earth,
used as a occult symbol. Like many other occult symbols, pagans took earthly objects and
made them into symbols of their religions. I believe it is simply that shape because it is
able to weather the storms of nature very well.
We should always keep in mind that what happens in the spiritual first takes place in
the physical.
When mankind came upon the earth, instead of being in awe of these masterpieces,
he carved into them (in the case of the pyramids any ways) and made all kinds of rooms
and light passages to associate them with various pharaoh's or gods of the times. They
carved into them tombs and passageways to line up with the winter/summer/spring
solstices, etc. claiming them as wonders of the world created by their supernatural deities.
There is no question about the symbolism of the Sphinx because the bible tells us
clearly about the one who came as a man and will return as as a lion. Before mankind
existed the alef and tav (alpha and omega) Hallelu-Yah existed in the form of the Messiah
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as the face of a MAN and the body of a LION. Yeshua came as a MAN and will return
soon as the LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH. This lion is also depicted in the heaven-lies
as the constellation of “The lion from the tribe of Judah”, which is more commonly known
as Leo. Yah gave us signs in the heavens and signs on earth to show His existence.
HalleluYah!!!
Seventy ton stones

The scale of the Great Pyramid is exactly 1: 43,200 of our planet earth. This is
called the precession of the earths axis. The earth turns on its axis at the rate of one
degree every 72 years. 43,200 is a multiple of 72 (600?). In the Pyramids are incorporated
the dimensions of our planet. If you take the height of the Great Pyramid and multiply it by
43,200, you get the Polar Radius of earth. If you measure the base of the parameter of
the Great Pyramid and multiply that by 43,200, you get the equatorial circumference of the
earth.
So Dad gave us the dimensions of our planet on a scale defined by the planet itself.
Who else could do such an incredible thing? There were no slaves at the time the
pyramids were built in Egypt. It is a masterpiece made to precision by someone who knew
exactly what they were doing, not something put together by forced labor. It was built with
care and serious concern for its purpose.
There are at least a dozen blocks of stones weighing an estimated 70 tons each,
that were raised over 300 feet. Think about that for a moment. Think also about how
precise it was constructed. If you made the slightest error at the base you would have a
total disaster when you reach the top at 481 feet. The Great Pyramid weighs an estimated
6 million tons, it covers 30 acres, and it is 750 feet along each side. More than 2.5 million
blocks of stone were used to build it. It is targeted (pointed) precisely to true north. How
could any human being know the dimensions of the earth? It's simply not possible.
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They were covered in white limestone, which supposedly had to be transported from
a quarry eight miles away, and across the Nile River. Imagine the reflection of the sun on
brilliant white shiny limestone covering each pyramid. These structures must have been
absolutely blinding in the daytime, visible for many miles away to bring attention to the
light of the world.
The 153 connection
The length of the grand gallery inside the great pyramid is 153 feet. Within the
pyramid, from the kings chamber floor up to the summit platform there are 153 courses of
masonry. The number 153 is what is called a triangular (pyramid) number. It “points” to
something. Guess who it points to?
Now let’s look at a couple uses of the number 153 in scripture and see an incredible
numeral thematic connection.
Remember the story of Elijah when the King kept sending military groups of fifty
men to get him to turn himself in?
2Kgs. 1:9-14 Then the king sent to him a captain of fifty with his fifty. And he went up to
him, and behold, he was sitting on the top of the hill. And he said to him, “O man of God,
the king says, ‘Come down.’” 10 Elijah replied to the captain of fifty, “If I am a man of
God, let fire come down from heaven and consume you and your fifty.” Then fire came
down from heaven and consumed him and his fifty.11 So he again sent to him another
captain of fifty with his fifty. And he said to him, “O man of God, thus says the king,
‘Come down quickly.’” 12 Elijah replied to them, “If I am a man of God, let fire come down
from heaven and consume you and your fifty.” Then the fire of God came down from
heaven and consumed him and his fifty. 13 So he again sent the captain of a third fifty
with his fifty. When the third captain of fifty went up, he came and bowed down on his
knees before Elijah, and begged him and said to him, “O man of God, please let my life
and the lives of these fifty servants of yours be precious in your sight. 14 “Behold fire
came down from heaven and consumed the first two captains of fifty with their fifties;
but now let my life be precious in your sight.” When we look at the three times the military
group of fifty men went to see Elijah with their captains we have 3 times (fifty men plus
their captain), 51=153.
Does that number ring any bells?
John 21:11-14 Simon Peter went up and drew the net to land, full of large fish, a
hundred and fifty-three; and although there were so many, the net was not torn. 12
Yeshua *said to them, “Come and have breakfast.” None of the disciples ventured to
question Him, “Who are You?” knowing that it was the Lord. 13 Yeshua *came and *took
the bread and *gave it to them, and the fish likewise. 14 This is now the third time that
Yeshua was manifested to the disciples, after He was raised from the dead.” There you
go, Yah is once again trying to show us something, connecting the fish in the net with the
military men of the King. Notice also that they were sent three times, just as Yeshua
manifested Himself to the disciples three times. Always remember that the number three,
or multiples of it, are always connecting something to the death, burial, and resurrection. If
you take the number itself and add the 1 + 5 + 3 you get 9. Nine is 3 squared, a multiple
of three, which again connects us to death, burial and resurrection in one way or another.
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The following is a gematric thematic connection worth taking note of. The Passover;
"HaPesach" in Hebrew, is made up of chet (8), samekh (80), peh (60), heh (5) =153.
Could the Feast of Passover somehow be connected with the amount of fish that the
disciples caught in John 21:11-14, and the soldiers in Elijah's situation, 2Kgs. 1:9-14? It
just never ends.
To sum it up, Yah left some wonders on the face of the earth (how many I have no
idea), that no one can duplicate or explain, so that mankind would seriously think about
His supernatural existence. Mankind, (perhaps Yah’s greatest creation) has simply tried to
lay claim to them instead of giving Yah the glory. It’s what mankind has always done and
will probably always do till Yah decides He’s had enough.
DASYD MINISTRY "DO AS YESHUA DID" dasydministry.org Jerry Hennig (Nov/21)
excerpt from BN Book.
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